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reimagining the public toilet
typology to build better communities

ABSTRACT

As the most intimate, yet public level of interaction between
user and architecture, public toilets have remained a neglected
site of banality within our urban environments. Existing public
toilets are currently stretched thin over a wide geography
across Vancouver and act as introverted objects that do not
engage with their surroundings. This thesis investigates our
perceptions, attitudes, and expectations around its overlapping
scales of health and socialization, focusing on the changing role
public toilets plays within our cities and lives. Given that these
spaces are impacted by factors outside of basic biological need
and function, this thesis goes beyond the basic program of the
standard toilet to provide an opportunity to redesign the public
toilets as a tool for social innovation. Through examination
of public toilets as vital pieces of the city’s infrastructure, a
new typology is created to accommodate a plurality of user
experiences in today’s world while fostering community through
added layering of programming. Consideration of these spaces
as sites where cultural, technological, and environmental
forces converge will inform the basis for a reimagination of
underutilized spaces in our city, the parking garage, as valuable
and exciting public spaces that encourage a new porosity in
public toilets to allow activity and new forms of community.
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THESIS STATEMENT

As public toilets are insufficient in its reach, this project shifts
to a centralized public toilet typology in which an underutilized,
city-owned, parking structure is transformed as a dense,
porous node for public toilets that encourage health and
socialization through stacked programmatic functions to create
framework for new forms of activity and foster community.
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CHAPTER 1.1
def ining t he background a n d conte x t

WHY DO PUBLIC TOILETS MATTER TO US?

Everyone uses the toilet several times a day, a habit so ingrained
in our daily choreography that we rarely give it thought. Only
when we are in extreme need of eliminating our bodily fluids that
we think about toilets specificities — our minds firing a million
questions in the short timeframe before losing control. Where
is it? Will it be clean? Is it occupied? Will there be enough toilet
paper? Am I in the men’s or women’s? Who is listening next to me?
We would all like to believe that we are in complete control
of our bodies. When in fact, our bodily urges become primal,
especially when it comes to eliminating. As a crucial zone of life
where person and artifact combine in the world, uncertainties
about our bodies and surroundings are registered in the toilet.
We approach this seemingly mundane object, space, and act with
emotional concern as well as need for utility, yet it embodies
larger scale problems of exclusion based on class, race, and
gender. If everyone needs to use the toilet, why are we not more

background

open about discussing it?
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What do you do when
there are no places
to do your business?
Do you go behind a
dumpster in that dark
alley? Do you sneak
into a coffee shop
unnoticed and pretend
to buy something
after? How about that
bush in the park? How
does this affect people
around you? Are they
judging you?
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designers and policy leaders to improve the social realm for the

"TOILET"

public to create safe, sustainable, and equitable accessible cities.
ARTIFACT

SPACE

ACTION

A shift in focus of government policies is necessary to create
sustainable cities by becoming less dependent on motor vehicles
and more open to walking, biking, and public transit. Ultimately,
public toilets increase mobility: a tool that allows people to
move around the city, to stay longer, and go farther.² Integrating
these services through a holistic approach is necessary for our

WHY IS IT RELEVANT TODAY?

urban design to meet the public need. These provisions should
be viewed as valued components of our cities, not hidden away

In our current COVID-19 pandemic, life has changed in more

to be neglected and prone to vandalization.

ways than we know. Going out is now a matter of careful

Designing toilets is commonly perceived as banal for architects and

timing and planning as toilets in public parks, coffee shops, and

planners. Minimum requirements to meet building code, fixture

restaurants are often either closed or have made their toilets

count, and stall width is the extent to which design is considered.

off limits. Available facilities are often in unusable state, or its

This attitude towards toilets as lesser spaces has resulted in

neglect and lack of maintenance pose health and safety risks to

public toilet provisions regarded as unpleasant and low status

the user. Disparities within urban centres across North America

functions. Guidelines and specifications of internal layout and

are highlighted in the gaps of public infrastructure despite growing

fittings are detached from the greater scope of urban design and

dependence on these services. Over the past century, thousands

policy. Isolated from surrounding environmental context, these

of public toilets have closed across the country as semi-private

facilities meet minimum standards in design, and encourage little

establishments have substituted for the lack of government-

consideration regarding location or external appearance in relation

provided public services. Inadequate public toilet provision is an

to the urban fabric. As a result, this disconnect between context

issue many cities face but is often a topic overlooked. Rethinking

and architecture exacerbates uncertainties associated with toilets

the role of urban design is necessary now more than ever — to

such as crime, lack of access, uncivil behaviour, and threatening

find a solution that addresses the increasingly unsatisfactory

environments.³ In a rapidly modernizing urban landscape, public

state of facilities, closure of existing toilets, and neglect and

toilets are a basic need: emphasis on equality, demographics,

marginalization of toilet issues by urban policymakers. “Public

and access and environment can ensure that these spaces do

toilets are a necessary component for people to inhabit the built

not marginalize groups of people. It is crucial to reconsider the

environment”¹, writes Clara Greed in her book Inclusive Urban

implications of toilet provisions within a wider context of urban

Design: Public Toilets. As a notable contributor to this realm of

design to address public needs and encourage activity.

research, she states that is important for architects as urban
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1. a fixed receptacle
into which a person
may urinate or
defecate
2. a room or
compartment
equipped with one or
more toilets
3. the process of
washing oneself,
dressing, and
attending to one's
appearance
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CHAPTER 1.2
conceptualizing the problem of public toilets

REALMS OF UNDERSTANDING

To tackle the issues surrounding public toilets, it is important to
first establish a framework of concepts in which these spaces
operate. How toilet provisions are perceived, how it affects us,
how it creates expectations, and how it informs categorization
are different considerations that shape these sites to reflect
ingrained cultural, psychological, and technological forces.
PERCEPTION

Clara Greed approaches the concept of how toilet provision is
perceived through different scales of engagement affecting toilet
decision-making: ‘macro’, ‘meso’, and ‘micro’.⁴ ‘Maco’ engagement
involves large scale factors such as the legislation, urban master
planning, and authority of the built environment. By approaching
this matter at a high policy level, it prioritizes overarching impacts
engagements encompasses personal and detailed issues of
specific user, maintenance, fixture location, as well as views on
psychology surrounding the space. This includes observations
of body and sexuality such as cultural taboos and notions of
cleanliness. And lastly, the ‘meso’ level of engagement is the
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within the wider urban context. In contrast, a ‘micro’ level of
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idea of movement and transmission between macro and micro

confront humiliation of soiling themselves, their smells and dirt

levels.⁵ From the entire city (macro), to the local neighbourhood

mark them offensive to profit institutions.⁷ These underlying

(meso), and individual (micro), these three levels of engagement

social attitudes around ownership and exploitation of bodily

provide a lens to understand the fundamentals that shape how

functions by semi-private facilities should be re-considered as

we view toilet provisions. The interrelation of these complex

they pose challenges to achieving long-term sustainable change

levels speak to the holistic approach necessary in the role of

within our urban environments.

seeing urban design and architectural space.
EXPECTATION

be treated the same as everyone else – they are mainstream
customers and a ‘universalist’ approach should there-fore be
adopted. In contrast, a ‘microist’ approach is based on the
view that disabled people are special and should be treated
differently and as welfare recipients.”6

fostering through flushing

AFFECT

As sites of intimate interaction between user and architecture,
implications for personal hygiene, psychological stress, and
social betterment are determined by these spaces. It is therefore
important to understand how social expectations concerning
health and behaviour shape toilet provisions and provide insight as
to why current provisions are inadequate in meeting the public’s
need. Through sights, sounds, or even scents, the public toilet
can unleash feelings of embarrassment, shame, or criticism.⁸ In

Despite public demand for better toilets, policymakers and

addition, anonymity can play a factor in this domain — a stranger’s

government bodies who are meant to be responsible for provisions

uninvited intrusion may make us anxious about sharing such

are not concerned. Even within more affluent parts of the country,

intimate space. Open facilities in public parks, transit stations,

toilet suffering occurs: everyone is affected by inadequate

or porta-potties invite their own range of uncertainties. As

toilet provisions. As previously stated, semi-private facilities in

Harvey Molotch writes in his book Toilets: Public Restrooms and

coffeeshops, malls, and other businesses have substituted for the

the Politics of Sharing, “the toilet involves doing the private in

lack of government-provided public services by capitalizing on our

public and under conditions only loosely under the control of the

bodily need for elimination. This consumer approach emphasizes

actors involved”⁸, stating that regardless of the circumstances,

how toilet provision directly affects everyone. By allowing the

there will always be external factors affecting the public privacy

public to use their toilets, these establishments entice visitors

of toilets. He questions larger issues of what people think they

to become customers through their obligation to purchase

need to feel protected, and how the user goes about to secure

bodily privacy as a commodity. It is then up to the business to

that protection: whether it be selective behaviour in determining

determine who is welcome and who is not, restricting access

where to go, or characteristics, physical or psychological, that

for marginalized groups that may not conform to their ideals of

make them feel at ease. This can be different for each person,

a paying customer. Lack of access affects the homeless most

as their experiences and views of social expectations shape

directly. With no place to washup, they are forced to routinely

their perspective of what is safe. Molotch compares our social
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“A macroist viewpoint ‘means’ that disabled people should
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existence as divided between “presentation” and “backstage”
versions of ourselves, switching between the two to adapt to
societal expectations.⁹ The first implies when we are away from
home, we follow public obligations to civilize according to social
constructs. The latter suggests we are constantly readying for
the presentation, preparing in the safety of our own homes to
perform within the dictated expectations. As sites that register
our cultural anxieties and social expectations, public toilet
provisions can shape the way we perceive the body and privacy
within these spaces.

creates inequality that is not natural and excludes access for
people who do not fit within these restrictions. The public toilet
challenges us to ask what it means to provide equality, as the
issue becomes complex if groups include individuals who are
different in essential ways. As there are unlimited variables that
make a person unique from one to the next, gendered cultural
practices, dress and sociability vary even across the world. A
proper standardized universal design can not be used to create

Governance over citizens is about sorting people into categories.
Legislation can be enforced through physical boundaries that
define who goes where and does what with whom. “Men and
women can be physically near, as along as there is a slight
separation”¹⁰, suggesting toilets are a physical reinforcement
of gender differences to create hierarchy, whereas there is not
much different within the spaces itself. A simple difference of
signage marking “men” or “women” dictates that women must

inclusive spaces for everyone. However, design based on habit and
respect is important to acknowledge not only gender differences
but also cultural variations in those gender relations. Instead
of low-cost efficiencies of standardization that treat groups as
homogeneous, design that focuses on their sensibilities and
needs is an approach public toilet provisions can tackle through
more holistic consideration. Bodies differ not just by gender but
also by age, circumstance and degrees of ability and disability.
Public toilets are a reflection of what society values and the
way it upholds the citizen by creating spaces that meet their
sensibilities and needs is important in creating inclusive spaces.
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CATEGORIZATION
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wait in separate lines, whereas men usually do not. This binary
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CHAPTER 1.3
reconsidering the history of public toilets

SOCIAL ELIMINATING AND WASHING

Prior to the nineteenth century, unpleasant smells and
questionable puddles were an accepted part of the urban
environment. Social behaviour surrounding privacy and personal
health differed drastically from the standards we assume today;
the lines between toilet and public space were often blurred.
The act of washing and eliminating were separated from one
another, until the mass delivery of clean water was made
possible through underground sewers and plumbing in the late
19th century. Washing, a practice associated with hygiene has
evolved throughout the centuries to reflect society’s values.
During the Roman Empire to Middle Ages, women and men
frequently washed in communal bathhouses as this was both a
hygienic practice and place for social interaction. However, in the
lead to the temporary suspension of washing and cleaning.
Bathhouses became associated with houses of prostitution and
the wealthy only washed isolated body parts when necessary.
Offensive odors would be masked with perfumes and other
scented applications.
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mid 1700s, a fear of water-borne diseases that killed thousands
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GROWING CITIES AND POPULATIONS

RISE OF HEALTH AND MORAL REFORM

In the late 19th century, cities throughout Europe and North

Intending to deter men from stinking up the streets and exposing

America experienced major economic and population boom during

their genitals, the government built public urinals downtown, but

the Industrial Revolution as predominantly male workers flocked

hesitated to create costly networks of conveniences that would

to urban centers for work. Development of civic infrastructure to

compete with saloons and private businesses. This reflects the

support these growing populations lagged due to resources being

aim of the government to keep up a perceived standard of health

focused on manufacturing, reflecting the capitalist priorities of

and cleanliness for cities in industrialized societies.¹² Through

the government and disregard for public health. After decades of

health and moral reform, the government gained agency over

disease outbreaks and thousands of deaths, initial construction

bodies of citizens concerning public health and personal morality.

of sewerage and water works was eventually placed along the

By protecting the citizen’s physical body, “the government would

growing major streets, often lined with saloons and brothels to

improve his inner character and hence his value for society”.¹³

offered toilet facilities for the patron whereas empty lots and
alleys provided an alternative solution. As a result of growing
public frustration towards this unrefined toilet behaviour and its
impact on society, the government began to rethink its agency over
bodies of citizens concerning public health and moral reform.¹¹
This chapter explores the evolution of the public toilet, from the
19th century public urinals intended to prevent public health
nuisances, to the 20th century ‘comfort stations’ which were
typically large, underground structures at major public squares,
and finally the retreat to semi-private facilities such as stores,
hotels and shops in the late 20th century with the decline of
public interest through shifting civic priorities. The emergence
of sanitary provisions and legislation sought to reform the health
and moral of its citizens by instilling societal values of cleanliness
fostering through flushing

through aesthetics that redefined the private sphere of life.

More elaborate iron-sided facilities with supervised attendants
were built in the mid 19th century, which promoted a great
concern for behaviour and morality regarding privacy: coining
the term ‘Victorian prudery’. The government treated these
facilities as an index of metropolitan civility as they were placed
in the most frequented places, yet often regarded as an eye-sore
for their extreme ugliness.¹³ To solve this problem, mid 19th
century conveniences opted for underground construction to
hide them away from sight and address the growing need for
privacy. North American toilet design in the late 1900s followed
English precedents and included imported English fixtures. These
elaborate designs were highly flourished and decorative, its high
cost resulting in fewer conveniences built rather than focus on
large number of facilities. As a display of affluence and grandeur,
the conveniences portray how design was used to set the tone
for civilized toilet behaviour and dictate bodily expectations. ¹⁴
Nonetheless, these underlaying intentions were never evident in
city council debates, bylaws, or correspondence from the public.
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service the male dominated frontier. These private businesses
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BODY AND AUTHORITY

With public service established as a crucial part of the
government’s responsibility, stewardship over the bodies of
citizens sought to protect privacy and encourage personal care
to refine the inner character of the citizen. This new relationship
between public authority and the private body instilled emerging
middle-class beliefs in moral value of cleanliness. ¹⁶ By replacing
privately owned saloons and brothels that exploited customer’s
bodily needs, comfort stations were constructed to demonstrate
the caring qualities of society. The government believed these
stations would relieve individual discomfort, promote health, and
encourage personal modesty ‒ focusing on men when discussing
the benefits for the model citizen.
BODY AND PRIVACY

view of strangers.¹⁸ It became necessary to provide more than
urinals in the city as increasing women would have roles outside
of the domestic home.
Constructed from plans designed in England, Vancouver’s first
batch of public toilets were not durable and required to be
replaced after ten years. These structures were not designed
to be heated and unsuitable for Vancouver’s weather. In
addition, no wash basins were present, indicating the lack of
knowledge concerning germ theory. Royal symbols were often
used in ornamental iron detailing, present in the railings and
streetlamps of the underground comfort stations. The use of
these symbols sought to lead citizens away from inappropriate
toilet behaviour and represent the new world and power of a
civilized city. Several of these projects were proposed throughout
the city, however, hesitation to build more than a few comfort
stations was constrained by the high cost of construction and

Proper women were expected to be cognizant of the way their

maintenance of these facilities.

bodies were displayed and carried when in view of others, and
concealment offered by indoor plumbing.¹⁷ Late 19th century
advancements in urban plumbing and infrastructure brought new
plumbing systems and bathroom fixtures to the domestic home.
The reputation of bathing and washing was redeemed as a health
practice, conducted in privacy of wealthy homes. Women were
unwilling to make their bodily function a public issue until the
new standards of womanly behaviour caused by the war began
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to be accepted. Their growing influence in public affairs through
concern for bodily health and moral discipline extended outside
the home’s boundaries. Soon, affluent Americans were learning
to value refinement and viewed all forms of bodily restraint as
essential to respectability: a stark contrast to the lack of privacy
in the early 19th century when people relieved themselves in

RETREAT TO PRIVATE PRIVILEGE

By the 20th century, the comfort station campaign revealed
the limited extent to which government-owned facilities could
replace profit-oriented businesses. What once was a strong
civic vision to reform the citizen, lead to disappointing results
as skepticism emerged surrounding the government’s ability to
provide basic services. In the 1930s, many cities across North
America failed to successfully address the needs of its rapidly
growing population. Comfort stations lagged far behind practices
in European capitals, despite the United States priding itself as an
innovator of plumbing and toilets.¹⁹ Public priorities shifted as
affluent populations grew less willing to pay for public amenities
and more inclined to retreat into private privilege. Funds were
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grew ashamed of natural bodily functions, finding solace in
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reallocated and it became increasingly difficult to repair and
maintain existing comfort stations despite high use of some
facilities. With shifting interests, public work projects created
numerous restrooms in outlying parks and along highways but
did little to expand the system in city centers. “Now that almost
every dwelling unit contained a bathroom, the 40-year-old stations
had lost their power to teach people the value of sanitation and
the desirability of having fine plumbing fixtures in their homes”.²⁰
Middle-class culture became a pillar of society during this period,
with changed perceptions of privacy and solitude, becoming more
essential to the individual as domestic homes provided refuge.
The 20th century paved way for mass marketing and publication,
targeting the suburban audience who were deemed the guards
of health of their families. Affluent families would purchase
bathroom products and plumbing fixtures that allowed them to
meet unprecedented standards of cleanliness. Post-war bathrooms
were associated with hygiene and pleasure, often depicted in
the Hollywood films and magazines. It became important for
individual to defend personal autonomy in the modernizing
society that was driven by industrialism and exploitation.²¹
Surges in vandalism in the 1960s and 1970s shut down many of
the remaining public toilets, pedestrians once again were forced
to rely on semi-private facilities such as hotels, restaurants, and
shops. Even when public conveniences were available, women
often opted for the consumer model of privacy of departments
This demonstrates how the behaviour and preferences of the
wealthy inherently preserved class privilege by shaping spaces
that excluded the less affluent. Instead of a right for all citizens,
Fig 1 - Plan of public convenience, Hamilton Street, Vancouver B.C.

bodily privacy has become a purchasable commodity.
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stores and hotels as opposed to the messy municipal facilities.
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CHAPTER 1.4
conte xt ualizing toilet prov ision s

REALMS OF UNDERSTANDING

As examined through the cultural history of toilet provisions,
legislative context has shaped unequal and insufficient levels
of provision access during the 20th century. Laws governing
local authority of public toilets consider these facilities as not
mandatory in the urban environment and opt to only provide
these public services when they must. Because the public lacks
trust in the government’s ability to create beneficial civic change,
taxpayers are cognizant of where their money is being spent.
Even those who rarely use public toilets assume responsibility
for other’s actions, becoming “moral entrepreneurs”. ²² It then
becomes increasingly important for designers and policymakers to
reform interests of the government in the early 19th century.
As public responsibility increases in public matters, design that
enhances practices becomes critical in shaping toilet provisions.
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serve people’s actual practices as opposed to the moral and health
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GOVERNMENT AGENCY OVER BODY

PUBLIC AUTONOMY OF BODY

Fig 2 - government
agency over body

Fig 3 - public
autonomy of body

These diagrams
illustrates how the
change in authoritative
power can dictate the
social and cultural
context of toilet
provisions. The first
suggests the authority,
as the provider,
enforces legislation and
implementations on the
user. This is the current
model existing in our
urban environments and
does not work.

The second suggests
the authority, as the
supporter, adapting
provisions to reflect the
needs and behaviour of
the user. This promotes
bodily autonomy.

authority =
provider

body = user

authority =
provider

body = user

body = user

authority =
supporter

authority =
supporter

In Kenny Cuppers’ book, Use Matters: An Alternative history of

lived, or neglected, can provide opportunities to connect with

Architecture, he examines how architecture has dealt with the

ideas within a larger scope.²⁴ Previously, authoritative control

question of use and how use, in turn has shaped architectural

through legislation has resulted in cities opting to close facilities

thinking and practices over the past century. ²³ The resurgence

rather than putting up with uncivil acts of drugs, vandalism, and

of activism and social engagement in architecture has developed

crime in public toilet facilities. This deprived everyone of access

new spaces of interaction using the latest technologies. As a result,

and with no alternatives, the cycle of public indecency in public

this new interest in the agency of the user promotes for a more

spaces restarted. Instead of social control, this lens presented

social role of design, focusing on how architecture is produced

by focus on autonomy of public in terms of their needs and

from imagining how it is used. A redefinition of architecture’s

behaviour can create a shift in authority. It is crucial to explore

meaning to encompass how it is inhabited, consumed, used,

the changing stakes for architecture presented by the user, against
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body = user
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the authority-based architecture prior to the 20th century. Ideas
the urban context are important to create a new language of
holistic design.
Following the affects of mass-produced architecture and
products of the capitalist postwar period, architects, planners,
and policymakers are now more engaged in the large-scale
reorganization of everyday life. A shift towards site-specific design
with qualitative consequences is a response to the standardization
and homogeneity of 20th century design. Emergence of new
architectural strategies that consider flexibility and programming
give autonomy to public use.²⁵ Flexibility and programming are
two important consideration that are not present in existing toilet
provisions. In Bathroom (2014), Barbara Penner challenges one
to think beyond the status quo for global sanitation design of
toilets, hygiene, and sewers. Her works question inequality in
mainstream design typologies and pushes disciplinary boundaries
to understand historical and sociological elements of bathroom
design. This change in focus towards the public user’s needs
and behaviours in urban environments is essential to allow the

fostering through flushing

provision of better design, more equal and accessible public toilets.
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with greater social, spatial, and material considerations within
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CHAPTER 2.1
cultural attitudes

ATTITUDES SURROUNDING ELIMINATING AND WASHING

This next section highlights three different perspectives that
influence the improvement or fracture of toilet provision. As
the design of these spaces are connected to wider cultural,
technological, and environmental concepts, these views ultimately
shape the level of provision and attitude of urban environments. It
is important to consider how these underlying social approaches
can be changed to provide better infrastructure and provision

2

Cultural attitudes towards bodily functions such as elimination,
sex, and dirt are ingrained in the political views concerning the
body as a political site. Fear concerning privacy and hygiene
can be examine both as a product of cultural history, but also
through authoritative control over bodily privacy. The physical
and social factors of an environment are interrelated: the physical
world determines behaviour and social patterns, and the social
also affects the physical world. This “synthetic force” dictates

perspectives

our “personal choreography” in public toilets.¹
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that will benefit public autonomy.
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INTENTIONS VS PERCEPTIONS

Our physical environment plays a significant role in affecting
the way in which we behave and act. Beneficial spaces can be
produced through various design considerations that promote
public autonomy: from stall materials to types of flushers used
in the facility, these characteristics can affect our perceptions,
attitudes, and expectations within a space. For example,
stall partitions dictate their own range of behaviours. Often
constructed of hollow metal panels with no overlap, gaps are
apparent between the panel and door with large openings above
and below. This creates a tense compromise between provisions
of privacy and surveillance.² One can choose to peer in or look
outwards, creating anxieties within the built environment.
Furthermore, urinals that line men up to expose themselves is

“the irony of
defecation is that
it is a solitary
business yet its
repercussions are
plural and public.”

another environment that produces uncertainties such as glances,
gestures, and expectations. The public toilet is inherently a space
designed to separate people into categories to eliminate and
wash in the concealment of these physical boundaries. Feelings
of shame and disgust, or discomfort when we come into contact
with bodily discharge is a part of our cultural perception. We
believe our skin is a protective membrane capable of protecting
us from the outside world, however, that perception is false, as
we are porous and discharge waste as human beings. As cultural
uncertainties towards these acts are reflected in the space, it
becomes essential to displace negativity concerning these cultural
feel safe and clean.

- The Big Necessity by Rose George
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attitudes through inclusive architecture that would help people
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Fig 4 - EuroAmerican toilet
models

The design of toilets
and placement of
hole reflect our
cultural perceptions
of what society
values.

GERMAN TOILETS
The hole location
for German toilets is
located at the front
of the bowl, providing
an "examination
shelf" at the back to
examine one's bodily
elimination before
flushing it.

CHAPTER 2.2
technological perspectives
HEALING SPACES

As spaces capable of healing the individual and providing
preventative measures, there are many benefits to argue for the
increase of public toilet provisions in the urban environment.
Modernization of technologies has improved the health of
urban cities. From the mass delivery of clean water via plumbing
networks to sanatoriums improving medical advancements to

FRENCH TOILETS
French toilet holes are
located at the back,
allowing the waste
to be concealed and
quickly flushed away.
This reflects the need
for minimized visual
and smell of the waste.

solve the tuberculosis epidemic, the redefinition of health and
cleanliness has shaped public toilets throughout history.
Medical perspectives on emerging practices reflect the changing
social and cultural values of the public’s need. Chamber pots
were replaced by indoor toilets made of wood, then later of
enamel. They were marketed as clean and would not encourage
bacteria growth. Mass production of toilets and sinks eliminated
the visual and smell of waste, these white sparkling surfaces
were visual impressions of cleanliness. This reassurance of
hygiene defined safety — a perspective that bled into modern
architectural design with similar characteristics implemented
in sanatoriums. It was a calling for the modern man to triumph

American toilets
presents a synthesis
of the German and
French toilet. The toilet
bowl is full of water
so that smells are
concealed and waste
is visible, but not to be
inspected.

over bodily functions: everything was marketed in terms of its
sanitary properties in the mid 20th century. From the “cleanest
restaurant” to the “cleanest toilet” sanitary practices became
ingrained in culture. The public toilet has moulded to shape the
values of society, evolving alongside the medical practices that
became integrated into all aspects of culture. It is important
to examine the existing conditions in our society today when
designing better toilet provisions to provide public autonomy.
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AMERICAN TOILETS
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CHAPTER 2.3
environmental context

WHEN THE STANDARD IS NOT SO ACCESSIBLE

accommodated the wealthy. Invented in 1595 and popularized
With growing populations everyday, sewerage and disposal

during the Great Exhibition in London in 1851, the standard

systems are a necessary part of modernizing cities. As more

western flush toilet took nearly 250 years to become normalized

waste is produced, environmental concern and sustainability

in the domestic household. Rem Koolhaas suggests, in his ‘Toilet’

practices become increasingly important, especially in toilet

chapter in Elements of Architecture, that the sanitary provisions of

provisions. Life in the urban environment can not sustain without

the developing world can not sustain itself due to the dominance

the toilets, therefore, the design and construction of these

created by the western flush toilet.³

city’s future. Globalization of the Euro-American toilet model is
putting pressure on our infrastructure as it requires abundant
water, complex plumbing, and large-scale sewerage systems. This
model is increasingly unsustainable and unaffordable, reflecting
the economical and political bias in favour of the more affluent

fostering through flushing

in society.

Hundreds of millions of people in poor countries around the
world lack basic toilet access. In India, with half the population
defecating in the open, water sources and the public environment
are polluted with human waste, leading to outbreaks in disease.
Anxieties surrounding basic bodily needs impact their ability to
gain a livelihood.⁴ To more affluent countries, problems of basic
sanitation do not seem to be a life-or-death matter like it is for

Planning, policymaking, and development of civic infrastructure

poorer countries. However, issues such as need for equal access

has in the past developed at the expense of the less affluent.

do overlap for many built environments across the globe. That

During the mid 1800's, construction of sewerage systems in

said, it is important to implement toilet provisions that do not

London and Paris resulted in city-wide sanitary reform. This

amplify this discrepancy created by the unsustainable Euro-

pushed the lower-class populations to the outskirts of the city to

American toilet but focus on solutions that can create sustainable

make room for widened roads and beautified streetscapes that

impact for future cities.
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environments is necessary to create sustainable impacts for the
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Fig 5 - perspectives affecting provision
Diagram illustrates three different perspectives that influences the improvement or fracture of toilet provision.
These considerations provide better infrastructure and provision that will benefit public autonomy.
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saving
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practices
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CHAPTER 3.1
stand-alone facilities

Fig 6 - Victoria Public
Urinal

3

Fig 7 - Vancouver's
Automated Public
Toilet (APT)

precedent studies

Manufactured by
JCDecaux, these
automated toilets are
often broken down
due to its complex
mechanisms. In
addition, the cleaning
cycles after each use
are extremely long,
providing little use
for the public when in
need.

TO I L E T
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To address public
urination in Victoria's
downtown, this public
art piece was created.
It features undulating
metal tubes to conceal
one urinal with signage
on the front indicating
it is only for male use.
This creates restricted
access for a range of
users that also have
bodily needs.
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Project Name:
Architect:
Location:
Date:


    
         
    
     
  
      
      

Xingshe Public Toilets
Cobblestone Design Canada
Daxing, China
2018

CHAPTER 3.2

public toilet networks

       
     
        
      
      
     
     
    

XINGSHE PUBLIC TOILETS

multifunctional room

The Xingshe Public Toilets push the boundaries on typical
public toilet design, integrating a resting oasis for outdoor staff,
community service center, and public activity place into a unique
typology. The new facilities consist of ten completed projects

Lvl 2

with three standard layouts and four different elevation patterns,
becoming an integral part of the “toilet reformation” in China’s
urban centers. The name ‘Xing’ represents male and female, rest
convenience, and service, while ‘she’ represents cottage or home.
Each facility includes WIFI, digital toilet management and mobile

women’s toilet

charging stations with a multi-functional space on second floor

family

utility

allows community to participate in activities.
As a reception for diverse activity and harmony in urban life,
men’s toilet

the Xingshe Public Toilets become a public courtyard of the
city and creates an atmosphere of comfort. The project has

Lvl 1

intrigued public attention, encouraging the public to think about
With over twenty more planned Xingshe facilities planning to
Xingshe Public Toilets
Architect: Cobblestone
Design Canada
Location: Daxing,
China
Built 2018

be built throughout China’s urban centers, neighbourhoods, and
parklands, the Xingshe successfully pushes the boundaries of
the typical toilet facility through the use of innovating sanitation
technology and unique programmatic planning.

Fig 8 - floor plans of Xingshe Public Toilets
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elevating the design of toilet facilities to shape the urban fabric.
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Project Name:
Architect:
Location:
Date:


    
         
    
     
  
      
      

Xingshe Public Toilets
Cobblestone Design Canada
Daxing, China
2018

       
     
        
      
      
     
     
    

RIVERSIDE PARK PAVILION

universal

multifunctional room

Located in the riverside park along the busy street of Kunshan,
multifunctional room

the Riverside Park Pavilion combines refreshment station, public
toilets, and leisure pavilion to create a unique space for diverse
activities within a small area in the park. The composition of

Lvl 2

its program functions is strategically placed to optimize usage
within the limited space. Light steel construction and transparent
glazing further enforce the lightness of the project, the building
becoming a glowing beacon for activity at night like a lantern

toilet

sitting on top of the rock. The existing trees act as a natural filter

women’s toilet

between the building and busy street, sitting gently in the site
and blends into the surrounding context.

utility

refreshment
station

Creating an urban space for new activity and public comfort, the

men’s toilet

Riverside Park Pavilion successfully pushes the boundaries of
the typical comfort station to form a multi-functional oasis. The

family

Lvl 1

public toilets and refreshment station are located on the sunken
glazing and vertical trellis treatment. Sliding glass doors of the
Riverside Park Pavilion
Architects: Vector
Architects
Location: Kunshan,
China
Built: 2013

pavilion can be opened to transform into a stage to accommodate
various events in the park. This transformative quality of the
project becomes an epicenter for a range of uses, drawing the
public to the space and creates new forms of social engagement.

Fig 9 - floor plans of Riverside Park Pavilion
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grades with the leisure pavilion sitting on top with transparent
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TOILET REVOLUTION

Located in various urban centers in China, the two projects
create comfortable spaces for the public to rest and find ease
in the bustling neighbourhoods. These projects shape the urban
fabric using unprecedented typologies of public toilet design to
combine both utilitarian and adaptable spaces. The architecture
of both designs has intrigued urban planners and policy makers
to explore the new functions, management, and role of urban
renewal created by these unique typologies to benefit activity and
comfort for the public. Arrangement of the public programming
populations, with the public toilets placed on the lower level to
promote access for those with disabilities and special needs. Both
projects include secondary spaces that promote diverse activities
not found in typical public convenience stations, these include
multipurpose rooms or pavilions for events and public functions.
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in each building make the facilities easily accessible for diverse
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PROPOSED PUBLIC CONVENIENCES (NEVER BUILT)

Fig 10 - Proposed
sanitary convenience
at S. end of Granville
Bridge

PROPOSED PUBLIC CONVENIENCES (NEVER BUILT)

Fig 13 - Proposed
sanitary convenience
at S. end of Granville
Bridge

Fig 11 - Proposed
sanitary convenience
at Fourth Ave &
Granville Street

Fig 14 - Proposed
sanitary convenience
at S. end of Granville
Bridge

Fig 12 - Proposed
sanitary convenience
at S. end of Granville
Bridge

Fig 15 - Proposed
sanitary convenience
at Fourth Ave &
Granville Street
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Proposed public
conveniences and
concession stands
near Granville
Bridge, Vancouver,
featuring attractive
architecture and
floral landscaping to
express authoritative
support for civilized
toilet behaviour. The
tudor-retrival style
of the design reflects
the tastes of local
moneyed elite as the
government preferred
developing peripheral
parks rather than
upgrading facilities in
urban centers.
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CHAPTER 4.1
methodology

GAINING BODILY AUTONOMY

This thesis will use a new approach to urban planning policies and
design guidance to achieve better toilet provision as a means to
promote bodily autonomy. A top-down approach will be taken
with consideration of cultural, technological, and environmental

4

will inform the following design aspects:

design methods

1.

City-wide levels of power

2.

Local urban design strategies and spatial planning

3.

Siting and configuration of design within urban context

4.

Operation and Maintenance

These strategies will reflect the societal values and sensibilities
of the citizen by creating spaces that meet their needs to create
inclusive toilet provisions.
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perspectives as discussed in previous chapters. These perceptions
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CHAPTER 4.2
area of inquiry

This new approach to toilet provision focuses on using,
experiencing, and inhabiting architecture through inclusive space

Examining problem of toilets within context of factors that limit
people's access to the city

that accommodates the sensitivities of different individuals. The

Changing perspective of seeing public toilet provisions as part

typical public toilet typology will be challenged to evolve into a

of the solution to urban problems

solution that creates cultural engagement and social betterment
in the urban fabric. Public toilet projects implemented in China
and Japan are revolutionizing the way public, planner, and
policymakers view toilets: not just as a public necessity but a
fostering through flushing

CONSIDERATIONS

catalyst for development that promotes publicness and inclusivity.
This design will respond to the resurgence of activism and social
engagement in architecture to develop new spaces of interaction
with intention for the public to gain autonomy of their bodies
through a social role of design.

Encouraging an integral component of policymaking, management,
and urban design agendas to promote public use
Not seeking to present one ideal architectural solution for a
universal, totally inclusive toilet, but to consider local situational
variables rather than a 'one size fits all' design solution

fostering through flushing

NEW FOCUS ON TOILET PROVISION
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CHAPTER 4.3
context analysis

DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER SITUATION

Current dependence on profit-establishments to provide 'public'
toilets = consumer driven realm
Fracture in urban environment due to lack of public infrastructure
provided by the government
Marginalization of groups that do not have access to these
semi-private facilities
unhygienic spaces
Less affluent populations in "Downtown-Eastside" (DTES) are
fostering through flushing

affected by the lack of provision
Fractures in community create risk environments that deter
pedestrians and cyclists

NEWBORN FOUND DEAD IN PORTABLE TOILET IN DTES

April 24, 2020, Carnegie Community Centre
Portable toilets have created new health and safety problems,
especially in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside (DTES) community.
The facilities are not cleaned after every use, and they are
completely enclosed and unmonitored. Leaders of B.C. First

Decline in use of urban environment due to unwelcome spaces

Nations are calling for the toilets to be replaced with monitored

in communities

washrooms in trailers.
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Elimination of bodily waste in public realm leads to unsafe and
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Fig 16 - 100m radius
around existing public
toilets
Public toilets that are
not privately owned by
profit establishments
are few and far
between, creating a
fracture in the urban
environment. Park
facilities are located
at the periphery of the
city and only operate
from dawn to dusk.
There are only two
comfort stations in
the entire downtown,
and several Automatic
Public Toilets (APT)
that are often in
disarray or out of
commission. People
are forced to eliminate
their bodily fluids in
public, creating unsafe
spaces.

Park Washrooms
(dawn - dusk)
Comfort Stations
(Men: 6am midnight, Women:
8am - midnight)
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Automatic Public
Toilet APT (24H)

PART 2
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CHAPTER 5.1
design framework

NEW FORMS OF COMMUNITY

Currently, existing public toilets are stretched thin over a wide
geography across Vancouver. The utilitarian nature of these single
entities does not do much to contribute to its surroundings. This
design takes an existing, underutilized Vancouver parking garage
and reshapes it into engaging public spaces that contribute to
the livelihood of the community. From bocce courts and dance
a reimagination of the parking garage as valuable and exciting
public spaces that are open to all, especially in an urban area
with a dense population. By engaging with the city, urban
infrastructure, and the public, framework for activity and new
forms of community can be created from the basic unit of a
toilet to layer programs together in these existing structures.

design proposal

Activating existing urban space will inspire new opportunities
for social connections, resulting in better health and hygiene of
our public in addition to improving communities.
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areas to public performances and art installations, it becomes
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FOSTERING POTENTIAL WITHIN OUR CITIES

Existing public toilets act as introverted objects that do not engage
with their urban surroundings. Instead, this project proposes an
approach of creating infrastructure that welcomes the city and
a plurality of users to flow through and create community in a
new porous public toilet typology. This new typology seeks to
capture different scales of safety, privacy, and surveillance to
accommodate various user experiences that may look different
in today’s world. The range of accommodation goes beyond the
basic program of a standard toilet unit and offers an opportunity
for design to become a tool for social innovation through added
layering of programming. From the toilet, to changerooms, to
services such as lockers, bike hubs, and nursing rooms, the new
typology offers a space within our cities that accommodate to
the individual’s needs and behaviour.
As the public toilet is shaped by factors extending beyond basic
biological need and function, it is important to consider its many
overlapping scales of impact. It is a space in our city to: use the
toilet, wash our hands, access water, breast feed, cry, throw up,
or lock yourself in - these are spaces that we depend on as an
intersection of function and the public realm.
By focusing on the fostering potential of these spaces, this
higher standards of privacy, accessibility, and comfort that are
not found in typical public toilets. Not only does it provide a
variety of spaces between the new public toilet typology, but
Fig 17 - overlapping scales of impact

also creates informal social spaces that connect people through
an increased capacity for our communities.
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new design can service a broadening community while offering
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URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE

Parking garages operate in a grey zone within our urban cities
that act like forms of public space under private management or
ownership. Public space is not just about the space carved from
the city but is constructed from the unnoticeable infrastructure
of systems that allow public space to exist. In certain instances,
this infrastructure is visible, from streetlights and bus stations, to
signage and pedestrian crossings: these elements are essential to
fostering public life within urban spaces. Infrastructure creates
social interactions in our cities to create public spaces that
determine people's social behaviour. Public space is created from
social infrastructure that encourages gathering, activity, and
community in public space. Furthermore, public toilets are part
of that infrastructure that is typically situated in the background
of public spaces, but are essential to our social engagement.
This thesis seeks to put public toilets at the forefront of our
infrastructure and become a critical part of our interactions
through a porous typology that fosters community. The redesign
of a new public toilet typology provides an opportunity to retool
system of varied experiences for the broadening range of public.
Operating within this new publicness of the parking garage,
the new public toilet generates spaces that engage the city in
Fig 18 - surrounding
night context

a public way, yet provide private responsive spaces away from
the urban bustle.
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an essential piece of our city infrastructure that could create a
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Diversity

Broadening
range of users

Higher
quality of life

Public Toilets
and
The Public

Equality

Equity
ACCOMMODATING PUBLIC

Public toilets are not only an essential service and human right,

Hygiene,
health &
sanitation

Cultural value
& civic pride

but it also allows access to a higher quality of life and supports
urban living. Better public toilets are necessary to build better
cities as it is something we all need to use. They are a critical
tool that allow access to the city and have become essential
components of our urban network to allow people to go farther

Inclusivity

and stay longer.
As the scale of impact affects not only the user, but also the
of public toilets that go beyond meeting programmatic needs to
instead, foster community places that are appealing to everyone.
Flexibility in design is necessary to accommodate our broadening

Fig 19- public toilets and the public

communities and changing perceptions of hygiene, health, and
sanitation through increased cultural value of public toilets.
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surrounding context, it is important to provide a new typology
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mingle

stimulate

socialize,
intermix,
converse,
come together

spark, passion,
exciting, fun,
sensory,
heighten

THESIS STATEMENT

As public toilets are insufficient in its reach, this project shifts
retreat

rejuvenate

withdraw,
retire,
pull-back,
come down

revive, renew,
restore, uplift,
tranquil, peace,
relaxation

to a centralized public toilet typology in which an underutilized,
city-owned, parking structure is transformed as a dense,
porous node for public toilets that encourage health and
socialization through stacked programmatic functions to create
framework for new forms of activity and foster community.

comfort

protect

ease, alleviate,
console,
support, aid,
strengthen

shelter, shield,
safe keep,
defend,
prevent harm

Fig 20 - human room axon
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CHAPTER 5.2
programming

Public Health
Act of 1848

streets &
saloons

public
necessaries

REBRANDING A NEW TYPOLOGY

public
conveniences

Historically, the government has played a crucial role in shaping

comfort
station

our perceptions of health, sanitation, and hygiene. From the
construction of sewerage systems to supplying clean water –
sanitary provisions have sought to reform the health and moral

pre-1800s

mid-1800s

public
urinals

late-1800s

early1900s

underground
conveniences

mid- 1900s

sanitary
conveniences

present

restroom

of its citizens, where we are dependent on these governing
bodies to uphold our needs.
A shift in thinking is necessary to reshape the social and cultural
context of our toilet provision. Our current model suggests the
authority, or provider, enforces legislation and implementation
on to the user (the public). Instead, we need to push for a model
where the government becomes the supporter and adapts
provisions to reflect the needs and behaviour of a broadening
range of users to promote bodily autonomy.
changing perceptions of public toilet use. How the Public Heath
Act pushed for public necessaries in need of controlling the
cholera outbreak. Then later rebranded as public conveniences
to be placed in the most frequented places. Perhaps rebranding

Fig 21 - evolution of public toilet typologies

of the public toilet will lead to its redesign?
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The rebranding and refocus of public toilets have adapted to our
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ADDED LAYERS OF PROGRAM

out of necessity as it is the infrastructure to create social
interactions and community through stacked programmatic
functions. These dense nodes serve as the framework for
transportation, community, social and cultural, and health and
Fig 22 - typology programming

wellbeing elements to engage with their urban surroundings.
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A new centralized public toilet typology brings people together
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rejuvenate
comfort
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protect
mingle
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We have all experienced varying degrees of washroom anxiety.
Whether it be during a long commute across town or being
rejected at a coffee shop because you are not a paying customer,
these struggles might be a reality that countless individuals face
every day. Restrictions brought on during the pandemic has

OH

further impacted access, amplifying existing inequalities and
vulnerabilities within communities. We need to consider how we
can go beyond single toilet unit, and push for innovative designs
that are inviting, accessible, inclusive, safe, dignified, beautiful
and a source of civic pride.
The redesign of a new public toilet typology accommodates
varied experiences for a plurality of individuals, providing an
opportunity to retool an essential part of our city infrastructure to
foster new community interaction and activity. This reimagination
safety, privacy, and surveillance to accommodate various user
experiences that may look different in today’s world. It provides
a level of porosity or seclusion not found in typical toilet stalls,
these experiences include: mingle, stimulate, retreat, rejuvenate,

Fig 24- varied experiences parti

comfort, and protect.
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of public toilets as human rooms capture different scales of
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mingle
MINGLE

socialize,
intermix,
converse,
come together

The mingle human room encourages conversation and socializing
through open and transparent spaces. Handwashing waterfall and
water stations allow you to see and interact with one another. In
addition, toilets that are easy to locate and access are situated
at the entrance of the building, providing barrier-free access.

socialize,
intermix,
converse,
come together

Fig 25 - mingle human room
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stimulate
spark, passion,
exciting, fun,
sensory,
heighten

STIMULATE

The stimulate human room sparks passion and excitement, with
a room full of mirrors and art that evoke fun. The openings are
concealed by recycled falling water to provide a semi-private
space and dampen the sound.

spark, passion,
exciting, fun,
sensory,
heighten

Fig 26 - stimulate human room
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retreat
withdraw,
retire,
pull-back,
come down

RETREAT

The retreat human room provides space for one to find respite,
with thick walls creating privacy to withdraw from the city. An
emergency button and view panel are present for safety.

withdraw,
retire,
pull-back,
come down

Fig 27 - retreat human room
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rejuvenate
revive, renew,
restore, uplift,
tranquil, peace,
relaxation

REJUVENATE

The rejuvenate human room inspires uplift and renewal with a
space for washing before meditation or praying. Soothing sound
from the falling water evokes feelings of tranquillity and peace
as natural light pours through.

revive, renew,
restore, uplift,
tranquil, peace,
relaxation

Fig 29 - rejuvenate human room
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comfort
COMFORT

ease, alleviate,
console,
support, aid,
strengthen

The comfort human room offers support to those who need it,
with undulating and smooth surfaces that wrap around you like a
warm blanket. View panels at eye level allow you to see through
the walls, changing to opaque when desired.

ease, alleviate,
console,
support, aid,
strengthen

Fig 28 - comfort human room
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protect
shelter, shield,
safe keep,
defend,
prevent harm

PROTECT

The protect human room provides safe-keeping, view holes allow
you to look outwards but not in, creating a space where you can
feel sheltered from harm.

shelter, shield,
safe keep,
defend,
prevent harm

Fig 30 - protect human room
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CHAPTER 5.3
site analysis

100

93 TOTAL

80

MAINTAINER OF EXISTING PUBLIC TOILETS

COUNT

60

Single stall entities such as the Automatic Public Toilet are
currently widely distributed across Vancouver and do little to

40

engage in their urban surroundings. They are self-cleaning and
sanitizing, however, often break down and require high-cost
maintenance to service each unit. The only two built facilities

20

11 TOTAL

2 TOTAL

are the underground washrooms located at Victory Square and
Carnegie Library, which operate during specific hours, and do

0

not provide barrier-free or inclusive access.
Automatic Public Toilet

Comfort Station

Public Park Toilet

Fig 31, illustrates the maintainer of current existing public toilets
in Vancouver. There are only 11 APT and 2 comfort stations in

TYPE

comparison to the 93 Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation
owned washrooms. This demonstrates a bureaucratic sparseness

City of Vancouver

Parks & Recreation

as city owned facilities are few and far in between.
area within a densely populated community bordering DTES and
Downtown Vancouver. This project aims to shape a new public
toilet typology focused on centralization where new forms of
community can be created from the basic unit of a toilet to layer

Fig 31 - maintainer of existing public toilets

programs together.
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In response, the selected site is located in a centralized congested
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Fig 32 - site
surrounding context

SITE

Park Washrooms
(dawn - dusk)
Comfort Stations
(Men: 6am midnight, Women:
8am - midnight)
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Automatic Public
Toilet APT (24H)
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Fig 35 - context map
Cathedral Square
Park

URBAN CONTEXT

The selected site for this intervention is an underutilized, 6-storey

Fig 33 - city'sCity’s
Richards
Street proposal
Richard St. Proposal
1:400

parking garage made of concrete construction. The building is
owned by the City of Vancouver and operated by EasyPark, a cityowned corporation in which all revenue goes back to the city to
invest in other projects. The rooftop of the building was formerly
occupied by a vertical garden company to place greenhouses for
local farming. This shows the city's growing interest in using the

I NT I MAT E

structure for purposes other than car parking.
Currently under construction, the city is working towards creating

SAF E

an important transit axis on Richards street through bike paths
that extend to False Creek and Gastown. In addition, plans to
renovate Cathedral Square Park, located across the site, is being

EX P OSED

fostering through flushing

F AST

considered as the park is in disrepair and has no public toilets.
Fig 33, illustrates the City’s proposal in relation to the existing
building. This includes two added bike lanes and a reduced vehicle
traffic to one lane. Fig 34 begins to map the different experiences

Project Intervention
Fig 34 - proposed
project intervention
1:400

and conditions for the proposal, embodying experiences around
porosity, exposure, safety, and surveillance.
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Harbour Centre
602 parking spots

516 W Pender
263 parking spots

655 Richards St
723 parking spots

535 Richards St
site

Victory Square

Telus Garden

underground comfort station

333 parking spots

Pigeon Park

automated public toilet

Robson & Richards
automated public toilet

Fig 36 - existing site conditions

Site Context
1:2000
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Fig 38 - existing site axon view

RE-IMAGINING CITY INFRASTRUCTURE

With a shift towards greener transportation, such as biking,
walking, or busing, parking garages are becoming underutilized
Fig 37 -South
existing
Elevation south elevation
1:200

but can be transformed into important nodes in our infrastructure.
Public spaces can be created from the framework of these existing
structures to encourage new gathering and interactions within
our communities.
To the left is the existing south elevation of the parking structure.
Above, is an axon of the site with surrounding buildings. As you
can see, the parking spaces are on the flat floor plates with ramps
sloping up and down on both ends.
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Fig 39 - existing typical plan

Fig 40 - existing ground plan
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Fig 41- existing parking layout
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CHAPTER 5.4
design intervention

DESIGN LOGIC

Fig 42 illustrates the parti diagram of the building intervention
process. The first being: demolishing the existing ramps as well
as exterior wall facing the alley on the east facade. Next, new
insertions will be added into these voids, creating these new
vertical opportunities for washroom towers. From this, a new
circulation is created that allows for low-barrier access for all
forms of movement. Adjacent to this will be the human rooms:
the re-imagined toilet typology for all users.
These provide opportunities for varied experiences that do not
label users, but rather focus on different scales for wellbeing
and safety experiences that accommodate groups in today’s
world. The six experiences are rejuvenate, comfort, stimulate,
protect, mingle, and retreat. Through the intersection of these
different components form the main intervention, the existing
floor plates around these towers serve as public spaces for
community activity and engagement. In addition, two floor slabs
have been removed to create double height spaces to provide
Finally, a section of the front floors is removed to create a
light-well in the center to allow light, ventilation, and security
through visual connectivity. The design becomes a dense
node for washroom health and socialization that adds stacked
programmatic functions to foster community.
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opportunities for expanded program.
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Fig 42- proposed intervention parti

Washroom towers

Demolish

Human Rooms
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New circulation

Low barrier for all forms of movement
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New washrooms for all users
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Fig 42- proposed intervention parti (continued)
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alley
Fig 43- site section

Richards St.
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ACTIVATED INFRASTRUCTURE

In this section, you can see the relationship between the tower
and existing building, becoming the infrastructure to facilitate new
activity in a previously underutilized space. The lowest level of the
building, facing the alley, consists of bike parking, mechanical, and
can be collected, filtered, and redistributed throughout the entire
building. Moving to the upper floors, moments of expansion and
compression create different experiences to inhabit. The double
height spaces make room for future expanded programming
whether that be events, performances, or transient activity.
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a water recycling facility, where rainwater in addition to grey water
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Fig 44 - proposed ground plan
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GROUND & ENTRY SEQUENCE

When arriving from Richards Street, there are two entry points
into the building. The existing parkade entrance along the south
façade remains, with an added entrance along the East axis with
full view of one of the vertical towers. At each entrance is a
human room directory, where an accessible map indicates which
rooms are occupied or vacant for easy wayfinding, also present
outside each room. Along the front of the building are kiosk
booths that serve a variety of functions, from vendor spaces to
community support spaces. Moving into the building there are
available storage and locker facilities to store your belongings
and keep them safe when visiting. Across is the bioswale garden
with views upwards into both vertical towers with fresh air and
light spilling from the light-well and into the ground floor. As you
move up the ramp you are greeted with a waterfall handwashing
and water station that can be access from both sides, along with
toilets that are close to the entrance for easy access. Sprinkled
on the upper floor 1a, are various transient activities, perhaps
The existing façade is pulled away to reveal the new stacked
tower along the East axis from Richards Street. It is framed to
become a beacon for public toilets and draw people in to foster
community. Each of the human rooms provide varied experiences
as indicated by its colour, which will be expanded on later.
Fig 45 - exterior view
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its a break dance competition or simply a covered rest area.
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Fig 46 - proposed typical plan
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TYPICAL - FOURTH LEVEL

Moving to the 4th floor, one arriving is greeted by a double
height space. Following the ramp circulation, human rooms are
placed alongside with inclusive showers, changerooms and family
areas - some having more open access and other tucked away.
Standing on the fourth floor, you can feel an expansion through
and socialization through stacked programming. The mezzanines
above allow you to view onto the space and maybe even provides
the perfect balcony views for performances. Light from the
existing façade openings and central light-well spill in, providing
all year access to a covered public space.
Fig 47 - interior view
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the double height space, becoming a celebration of public health
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Fig 48 - proposed roof plan
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ROOF LEVEL

On the roof level, exterior play areas and space for outdoor
are reclaimed as community gardens.
The roof becomes an urban oasis with views of the surrounding
cityscape. Human rooms support the activated space and provide
opportunities for community to come together for gardening or
even a movie screening under the stars.
Fig 49 - roof top view
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events activate the roof. In addition, the existing greenhouses
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CONCLUSION

Whether day or night, this space becomes an activated space in
our city that is available to everyone. A new porosity enables one
to move through the space and explore different experiences that
cater to their personal needs. The range of accommodation goes
beyond the basic program of a standard toilet unit and offers an
opportunity for design to become a tool for social innovation
through added layering of programming. Perhaps you are a
reveller partying the night away, or an elder with a grandchild:
this is space for everyone regardless of class, race, or gender.
In conclusion, new forms of community can be created by
providing public toilets as a centralized part of the city’s
infrastructure that go beyond the basic unit of a toilet to layer
programs together. Centralization of public washrooms can create
access and foster community to allow people to stay longer and
go farther. As public toilets are currently insufficient in its reach,
this project shifts to a centralized washroom typology in which
an underutilized, city-owned, parking structure is transformed
as a dense node for washrooms for health and socialization.
that is typically situated in the background of public spaces, but
are essential to our social engagement. This thesis seeks to put
public toilets at the forefront of our infrastructure and become
a critical part of our interactions through a new public toilet
typology that fosters community.
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Furthermore, public toilets are part of our city's infrastructure
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REFLECTION

During this semester, I had the great opportunity of helping
facilitate two Urbanarium Studio events focused on public toilets,
mingle

stimulate

socialize,
intermix,
converse,
come together

spark, passion,
exciting, fun,
sensory,
heighten

where expert planners, designers, and architects convened to
envision the future of public toilets. It was an opportunity to
share different experiences and bring a humanistic perspective
to a publicly debated topic, one that is often overlooked or seen
as banal. These sessions helped inform many design decisions
throughout this project concerning, safety, security, and privacy.
The most recent session enforced how accommodation of various
experiences for a broadening range of users was crucial in creating
new public toilet typologies that challenged our current perception.

retreat

rejuvenate

withdraw,
retire,
pull-back,
come down

revive, renew,
restore, uplift,
tranquil, peace,
relaxation

It was an opportunity to share different experiences and bring
a humanistic perspective to a publicly debated topic, one that
is often overlooked or seen as banal. It is easy to state that our
city, among many other cities in the world, need more public
toilets. However, diving deeper to generate solutions to this
issue requires more than just simply accepting the fact that
we need more toilets. It becomes a challenge as a wide range
of factors impact a city’s ability to provide equitable access.
Public toilets are spaces that we depend on in our city as an

protect

ease, alleviate,
console,
support, aid,
strengthen

shelter, shield,
safe keep,
defend,
prevent harm

intersection of function and the public realm. If opportunities
for social betterment and place-making are possible within these
spaces, why are public toilets not the center of our conversations
and the city’s focus? We need to take steps towards providing
equitable access and envision innovative designs that can address
these concerns. We need to shift our perspective to view public
toilets as part of the solution to greater urban problems and

Fig 51 - human room axon

generate new solutions that adapt to our constantly evolving cities.
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